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                        OUR CHOICE OF OUTDOOR COVER MATERIAL

There is no easy way to contend with everything that the weather and surroundings throw at the vehicle.

The design, and choice of material, has to be a compromise. The ideal choice of fabric would be one that is both waterproof (ie 100% impervious to water) AND breathable (ie allows water vapour to pass through). Contrary to claims from some other cover manufacturers, no such fabric exists in the vehicle cover industry.

Gore-tex (and its copies) is the often quoted fabric which incorporates both properties. However it is quite unsuitable for vehicle covers as it requires body heat to drive the breathability - hence it's use by clothing manufacturers !

The other way to achieve both properties is thought to be vents. However, our testing has shown that in normal conditions the vent will only allow a small area around the vent to dry; what about the rest of the vehicle ?

You therefore have to make a choice:

                 Waterproof OR Breathable ?

"Breathable" does not mean you can literally breathe through it !

Our own investigations show that:

(a) solid plastic is totally unsatisfactory (even if lined), although it probably is the only truly 100% waterproof option. In our view, providing a vent for moisture to escape is not good enough. Most of the plastics used for this type of cover suffer from ultra-violet degradation and have a very limited lifespan.

(b) polyester woven textile with a polyurethane proofing provides good water resistance, and it is a strong material. Also we can specify a reflective aluminised finish. This keeps out much more of the ultra-violet than an untreated, thick, material, probably about 95%, and reflects heat from the sun. A vehicle will sometimes get wet as wicking can occur. However, due to evaporation, the vehicle will dry underneath the cover. The speed of drying will of course depend on weather conditions. In our experience (yes, we do use our own products), drying can be quicker than for an uncovered vehicle, because the water is spread over a larger surface area, rather than being left in droplets.

(c) the most common composite has the trade name of Technalon. This is composed of a thin plastic membrane sandwiched between spongy-like outer skins, in total about 1/8" / 3mm thick. Although a plastic it should not be confused with solid plastics. Again, the vehicle will sometimes get wet in storm conditions. Water evaporation is permitted by microscopic holes. This fabric has a number of disadvantages; most notably its ability to absorb water, which means the cover might freeze solid during the winter months. 
Neither does it reflect either the sun's heat or U-V radiation. Indeed, the darker colours are likely to absorb the heat !


              OUR CHOICE

We rejected solid plastic immediately. Being impervious to water means that water vapour cannot get out, just as it cannot get in ! This is the WORST case because, once wet, the vehicle stays permanently wet.

We believe that as much damage is caused to vehicles by ultra-violet as wet. After all, cars mostly rust from underneath upwards, or inside outwards, or both ! A wet outside rarely does much damage, but UV will inflict serious harm to paint, leather, woodwork and cloth.

A cover, when made from a composite is rather chunky. Whereas polyester textile, being lightweight, takes up the shape of the vehicle.

We are not constrained to use material manufactured by any particular company; we can buy any available material. In this sense there is no bias in our choice.

Polyester woven textile has excellent qualities for a vehicle cover, being a smooth, strong and lightweight material. In our view, this textile, incorporating a U-V and heat reflective surface, is still the best choice currently available.


 

